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Abstract
The Swedish National Seismic Network (SNSN) has a responsibility to monitor seismicity at 
global/regional/local scales. The primary objective of the SNSN network is to monitor local 
seismicity in an area with low background seismicity but where a large M6+ earthquake is 
expected in the next decades. With over 60 stations with spacing of ~100km, the SNSN 
operates largely automatically and is one of the densest broadband networks in the northern 
Europe, monitoring the local micro-earthquake activity in the intraplate, glacially rebounding 
shield area. The network is furthermore complemented by importing real-time seismic data 
from neighboring seismic networks via the seedlink protocol. The real-time data from 33 of 
SNSN's seismic stations are also exported to other networks using the seedlink protocol. In 
addition to in-house developed software, we use the SeisComP3 (SC3) framework for 
local-regional and global seismic monitoring. SC3 is a fully featured automated real-time 
earthquake monitoring software developed by GeoForschungZentrum Potsdam in 
collaboration with its commercial partner, gempa GmbH. We have implemented two 
instances of SC3 focusing on the detection and identification of seismicity on different 
scales. In local-regional seismicity monitoring, we use real-time data (116 streams) from 10 
seismic networks including DK, FN, HE, GE, GR, EE, IU, NS, PL, UP. In addition, 364 
streams from 52 seismic networks are used to detect earthquakes that occur on a global scale. 
SC3 locations/magnitude estimates are compatible with those derived from the in-house 
processing algorithms in local-regional scale.  
  For easy access to recorded waveforms and metadata SNSN actively develops a waveform 
data server as well as a metadata server. Both servers communicate over TCP/IP and can be 
run and accessed locally as well as remotely. The waveform data server, written in C, is 
designed to handle multiple dataformats and loads readers dynamically at runtime. This 
allows for easy extension of additional data format readers, with no modification to the 
server source code. Currently, a client C-API exists but python and possibly MATLAB API's 
are planned. The metadata server is written in python with client API's available in python, 
C++ and C. Currently the server loads the metadata from SEED dataless files. However, 
work is on the way to migrate to FDSN stationXML using the  python toolbox ObsPy. Part of 
this work involves developing tools based on ObsPy for creating,  and editing FDSN 
stationXML files, both from a terminal window as well as from a GUI. The softwares are 
mainly developed for use on unix/linux systems.
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Logarithm of seismic amplitude versus distance (km): 
blue, amplitude (displacement, micrometer) used to 
calculate MLv, red, amplitude (velocity, 
micrometer/sec) used to calculate mb. Note to the 
different patterns between two groups of the 
amplitude : displacement/velocity, 
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Travel-time residuals (sec) Station delay (sec) :  mean station travel-time residuals. Note that to the right, the data 
are plotted normalized to the corresponding mean-values. Travel-time residuals with respect to azimuth at each station.  

Waveform data and metadata tools under current development at SNSN 

SMD (Seismic Meta Data server)
 
Threaded TCP/IP server
Server side written in python, using ObsPy 

(http://docs.obspy.org/)
Client side API available in python,C++, and C       

(C++ and Qt under the hood)
Server loads metadata from SEED dataless files, 

reloading data on the fly if a file is updated

Status: The SMD is currently running stable but API 
needs documentation. Migration from SEED dataless 
to FDSN stationXML as main metadata source is 
planned as well as removal of Qt dependency.

WDS (Waveform Data Server)

Threaded TCP/IP server
Server side written in C, but runs internal SMD client and 

therefore currently requires Qt
Client side API in C
Server designed to be able to handle multiple data formats and 

can easily be extended to additional ones through use of 
dynamically loaded reader libraries at runtime

Status: The WDS is currently running stable with readers for gcf 
and bc. Several additional task are planned, including but not 
restricted to: Revised communication protocol between server and 
client to increase data transfer speed; preparation of miniSEED 
data reader; client API's in python and possibly MATLAB

stationXMLtool

Python utility for creating, verifying, editing, merging, 
splitting and listing meta data in FDSN stationXML files

Builds upon ObsPy (http://docs.obspy.org/)
Command line interface as well as GUI

Status:
Command line interface is currently under implementation, 
work on GUI is in planning stage

In this poster we present preliminary results of the operation of a local 
implementation of SC3 at Uppsala University. 103470 earthquakes and blasts 
have been recorded in Sweden, Scandinavia by the system between 2014-01 and 
2015-08. The results shown here are from the routine automatic SC3 operations 
and have not been subject to manual analyst review. The SNSN using in-house 
software, located a large number of events with magnitudes less than 1.0 during 
the time period, and only one event above magnitude 4. The current SC3 settings 
do not allow the low magnitude events to be detected, and the highest magnitudes 
are currently incorrectly estimated by SC3.
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